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Factors that Impact Daily Living

Environment

Noisy, lack of 
structure lots of  

transitions

Family dynamics, 
affected siblings, non 

affected siblings, 
grandparents

Communication delays

Physical 

Symptoms/Anxiety

Eating, sleeping and 
toileting

Sensory Integration 
Deficits
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Developmental Delays that 
Affect Daily Living

Sleeping
Delayed 
toileting

Eating

Gagging on 
food

Motor delays Anxiety

Stimulus over 
selectivity

Lack of focus Hyperarousal
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Strategies for 
Sleeping

Consistent bedtime

Bedtime routine

Social story about sleeping as a bedtime story

Quiet room- not in parents room

Night light or slow dimming light

Soothing music with a timer

Sound machine

Relaxed attending to the child
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Strategies for 
Toileting

Is the child ready- physical muscle/muscle tone is 
developed

Does the child resist being wet or dirty?

Does the child have accidents frequently and in a 
private area?

Does the child like wearing underwear?

Does the child show signs of training readiness at 
school or grandparents or other environment?

Are you ready to dedicate 10 days to the process 
of schedule training?
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Strategies for Eating

Have you made a list of preferred and non preferred foods? Is there 
a pattern with the non preferred? Texture, flavor or unfamiliarity? 

Has your child ever choked or gagged on any food?

Does your child have food allergies?

Does your child stuff food?

When your child eats, does he/she put his fingers in his mouth and 
rub his gum with his finger while the food is in his mouth?
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Strategies for Eating

Have Have the child chew as you count and then swallow

Place Place small bites on the plate and portion out gradually

Introduce Introduce new food gradually and in very small increments
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Percentage of Individuals with FXS Meeting Criteria 
for DSM-IV Anxiety Disorders

Anxiety Type Total Female Male

Multiple Disorders 58.3% 55.3% 60.3%

Any Disorder 82.5% 76.9% 86.2%

Separation Anxiety 11.5% 18.4% 6.9%

Social Phobia 36.5% 39.5% 34.5%

Social Phobia (adj.) 58.3% 55.3% 60.3%

Specific Phobia 59.6% 51.4% 64.9%

Panic Disorder 5.4% 2.7% 7.1%

Agoraphobia 12.9% 10.8% 14.3%

GAD 23.7% 18.4% 27.3%

OCD 23.7% 18.4% 27.3%

PTSD 4.3% 5.4% 3.5%

Selective Mutism 25.3% 21.1% 28.1%



Hyperarousal
Nervous system is overwhelmed and overactivated by processing 
demands

Triggers for hyperarousal: 
◦ Sensory environment

◦ Social interaction

◦ Internal processing loads for cognition, language, executive functioning

As nervous system becomes overstimulated, shifts to heightened 
responding and reactivity

Automatic fear/fight/flight responses

Person is no longer able to control self-regulation 
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Hyperarousal Leads to a 
Disorganized State
Poor sensory modulation

Reduced attention

Decreased self regulation

Decreased ability to learn

Decreased access to language

Increased behavior problems
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Hyperarousal
The person experiencing hyperarousal attempts to adapt to the 
situation 

Creates a cycle of worsening behavior without clear antecedents

The trigger of the hyperarousal state has clear biological underpinnings, 
it is not necessarily a response to a specific directive or task
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What I’ve Learned About People with 
FXS 

They show or tell us what they need

It is our job to give them a more appropriate way to communicate their need

We have to observe the behavior looking for function in order to help modify 
the behavior

It is challenging to provide support for children in the home due to the 
relationships and an inherent lack of structure that often comes at home

Although they are lovable and have a great sense of humor, allowing them to 
charm us or manipulate us using their personality, does not always bode well
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They Show Us What They Need
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They Show Us What They Need

When the behavior is disruptive and maladaptive, it is often difficult to 
deal with in the home and community environments BECAUSE

The child is yours and you are responsible for his/her behavior at home, 
in the community and around other family members

The anxiety that is created by the behavior when the parent is expected 
to intervene is overwhelming and can result in a lack ofparental
confidence
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The Behavioral Cycle
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Neurobiological underpinnings

Language delays

Sensory dysfunction

Cognitive delays

Response from

Parent, Teacher 

or Caregiver

Running Away

Throwing Shoes

Hitting Head

Pulling Hair

Anxiety



Behavioral 
Cycle and the 
Response

How do you respond when you are in a flight or fight 
mode with your child? If you become physical with 
your child how do you deal with the guilt? If you do not 
redirect your child, are you “creating a monster”

How do you deal with your physical and emotional hurt 
when your child becomes aggressive toward you?

How do you reconcile that it is “all your fault” because 
you passed on the gene

Who can you talk to when you feel shut out and failing 
as a parent?
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Behavioral Cycle and the Response
Planned ignoring when your child is seeking attention- try this in front 
of your mother-in-law or that nosy neighbor

Redirect to a preferred activity when a tantrum starts in the local 
market- is this something you want to continue every time you shop or 
will it be just this one time to get out of the market without the 
tantrum?

Screaming behavior is so loud that the neighbors fear abuse is 
happening

Self abuse when hyper aroused can result in concern for the child’s 
welfare or 



Flip the model
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Behavioral Cycle and the 
Response
The Consequence you are providing may actually be maintaining the 
behavior

For example: Your child will not eat certain foods due to a sensitive 
pallet. You are so concerned about his picky eating that you allow him 
to eat only those foods he prefers

You cook different meals for him and you stay home with him when the 
family goes out or has a meal with another family member

Will your child ever learn to tolerate other foods? Will he enjoy the 1:1 
time he has with you so much that he will never need to try a new 
food?
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What about parents and 
teachers?
Examine the impact that parents, teachers, therapists, and siblings etc. 
have on the behavior of the individual with FXS.

Examine the impact that the individual and his/her behavioral issues 
has on parents, teachers, therapists, siblings.

SIP theorizes that the ways in which individuals understand, interpret 
and process social cues within situations influences their behavior (Crick 
& Dodge, 1994; Dodge, 1986; Lemerise & Arsenio, 2000)

Examine the role that anxiety plays when individual with FXS are 
involved.   



What to Consider for 
Successful Support at Home
Make home a comfortable place with structure.

Use visual schedules to maintain status quo and predict changes

Secure places in the home for sensory breaks; help teach regulation by 
allowing access and honoring requests for breaks  

Set up work stations with expectations- what can the child contribute at 
any age?

Limit time on screens and replace with sports, physical activities, 
hobbies like cooking. Set up small jobs and cooperative tasks that are 
special to the child with FXS
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What to Consider for 
Successful Support at Home
Encourage independence

Find capabilities and capitalize on them

Encourage time away from home- go into the community as a family 
and gain access to various activities 

Repeat activities so that they become habituated and familiar. Take a 
friend or advocate to hand him off if things become difficult

Foster relationships outside the family with Special Olympics, 
volunteering or community based interests

Encourage grooming and personal hygiene

Encourage age appropriate dress, interests and activities
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Socialization
Sports activities that were identified through 
the survey as most successful

Swimming

Basketball

Watching sports on TV

Baseball

Horseback riding

Music

Bowling

Library

Karate

Fitness center



Men’s Group Interview about daily living 
experiences (video interviews)
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Daily Living- Am I Preparing My 
Child for a Life After I Am Gone?
Many parents start asking this question when they are too old to 
prepare their child. 

This issue needs to be addressed early so that the adult is prepared and 
trained to be as independent as possible.

When the adult has been supported to be independent more doors are 
open in the community.



Living Options and Settings
Completely independent

Shared living environment

Solo living environment with intermittent case 
manager/care provider

Communal living 

Group home- numbers can vary- with a responsible 
adult always onsite

Residential or assisted living with larger number of 
residents and opportunities to explore various types of 
employment

State institutions or developmental centers-only 
considered for people who are a danger to self or others

Taken from the National FX Foundation’s Adolescent and Adult Project



Where will they live? With whom will 
they live? Will the siblings be able to 
care for them?



The World of Work
Working at a college bookstore or food court

Serving lunch or juice at a senior center or skilled 
nursing facility

Cooking/prep chef

Working at a grocery store; bagging stocking shelves

Working at a day care center

Working at a library

Working at the Humane Society



Daily Living Skills Brings Independence

video



Success with daily living skills 
requires the same support at 
school, at home and at work



Teach Prosocial Behavior
Discriminate between appropriate and inappropriate behavior

unzipping pants in public

exposing private parts in public

using sexually explicit language

in public



Teach Prosocial Behavior

Teach basic concepts of Private and Public Behavior, 
Places and People

begin early

model appropriate sexual behaviors 

use repetition to habituate appropriate       

behaviors

teach advocacy and self defense

participation in social skills groups 





Level 1 spinner and cards



Level 2 spinner and cards



Aaron Heisel
CASE STUDY ADVICE TO 
PARENTS



Encourage your child to develop 
interests- here are mine 
Sports-Play watch on TV

Bowling-in leagues since 7 years old

Golf- in junior league,14 years old 

Spend time with Dad/family

Emerile Lagasse  or other TV cooking shows 

Music-choir/jr high

CD’s,Tapes,Radio

Movies



Encourage your child to work, 
have chores or volunteer
During High School there are many clubs and 
sports for special needs people

Dishwasher when I was 15

Bus Boy later after high school

Vocational school/after high school

Applied for a job as Prep Cook

Never hired for Prep Cook



Send your child to a vocational 
school or community college
Accepted April 2005

Moved to Baker Dorm Sept 2005

Home sick / difficulty leaving my family 

Made new friends

Classes T. W. ( Life Skills, Consumer Math, Greek Mythology, etc )

Work-Internship M.TH.F.
◦ 1 NLU Cafeteria 
◦ Ruby Tuesday 
◦ I hour Train/Bus Ride
◦ Some Prep work



Community College Social Life
Clubs 

Swimming-Basketball,Wrestling

Friday Night Movies

Saturday Activities like football games

Trips to Evanston and Chicago

Guys night out/night in



Fears, Anxiety, Panic
Homesick

New people, places, cities

Riding and accessing transportation systems 
independently

Navigating my way around buses and trains 

Anxiety got worse, panic over storms and severe 
spring weather

Fear of being in Chicago



Help For Anxiety and Panic
Mr. Roger Hanson-the best ( college counselor )

Anna and Haim (my friends)

RA’s Kelly Shannon 

Changed my medication 

Music/Rest

Listened to Andrew Weil Healing Sounds

Calls-emails to and from home

North Western Clinic for Panic and Anxiety 

CD for relaxation



Community College Support

Teachers were all very helpful

Taught practical life skills in Consumer Math 

Learned how to budget and pay bills

Taught social skills in Human Development Class; how to solve problems 

Studied Shakespeare and Greek Mythology

Taught how to become more computer literate in Computer Tech Class



Community College
Learned to go out in the community- use public transportation, shop 
and go on outings

Worked in hospitality, food prep and Ruby Tuesday

The last year I worked in Miss Ellye’s Deli and made sandwiches, soups, 
salads and pizza

I now have returned to Cincinnati and work at Caffe Barista and Deli



The End


